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In this issue: 

1. Main Article: Listening 

2. Odds and Ends 

 

Main Article 

Listening 

In this article we will look at listening and at how we can best teach it and develop it as skill/competency in our learners.  

We will consider: 

 

1. The Listening Skill – What Is Involved? 

2. The Problems with The Listening Comprehension Approach 

3. Our Central Listening Problem 

4. Teaching Learners to be Better Listeners 

5. Giving the Learners More Practice 

6. Tips for Making Your Own Recordings 

7. Summary 

 

1 The Listening Skill – What is Involved? 

To be able to listen effectively learners need to be able to: 

 

• Recognise the sounds of English. 

• Understand how these sounds are combined into words. 

• Know the words used. 

• Understand stress and intonation. 

• Understand pausing and be able to mentally chunk what is heard. 

• Understand the grammar used in the chunks. 

• Understand what kind of spoken discourse it is. 

• Know the conventions of the discourse type. 

• Understand the discourse structure. 

• Continually predict what comes next and adjust these predictions. 

• Understand the references made in the discourse - both internal and external. 

• Construct a mental map of the text and its content. 

• Understand turn-taking. 

 

All this needs to be done in real time, and this is the most problematic aspect of listening.  

The key to good listening abilities though, like that of speaking, is familiarity with the language. If you know the words and 

grammar, if you are familiar with their aural profiles and meanings when used in combination with other words, if you can 

decode the sounds as they are delivered to you in the stream of speech so that you can keep pace and use your prospective 

grammar knowledge to predict what comes next while constructing a developing mental representation of the meaning and 

purpose of the text, then you will be a good listener.  

If you do not know the meaning of the words, their sound in the stream of speech, how the words combine with each other or 

how the speaker emphasizes the meaning through stress and intonation then you are going to struggle to get more than the 

gist or main idea of the text. And the gist of the text is not of much use, especially in our contexts where complete understanding 

is essential. A soldier needs to understand the whole order, not just the fact that there is an attack planned for somewhere at 

sometime against someone.  
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2 The Problems with the Listening Comprehension Approach 

The dominant paradigm of listening is one of listening comprehension. The learner is expected to listen to a text and then 

answer a set of questions based on the text to demonstrate their comprehension of the said text. 

In many (most?) course books, many listening texts above an elementary level are usually dealt with in a similar same way to 

reading texts: 

Pre-listening task(s) e.g. lead in to the topic of the text; pre-teaching vocabulary; predicting the content of the listening from 

a picture or context etc. 

1st listening task: Listen to the text to get the general idea or for specific information. 

2nd listening task: listen to the text again in more detail e.g. to answer comprehension questions. 

Post-listening task(s): focus on some vocabulary or grammar point that was in the listening text. 

The rationale is very similar to Best Practice Reading: learners should not be asked to listen to a text cold but should be prepared 

for the listening tasks by activating their schemata, pre-teaching words etc., and then helped to listen effectively by doing a 

1st listening to get a good general idea about the whole text and (very importantly) get used to the speakers’ voices. After this 

the learners will listen again in more detail and extract more meaning. After this there will be some language work connected 

with the text language. 

All this support and guidance will enable them to ‘successfully’ deal with listenings, even ones which are ‘above their level’. 

In fact, this approach is explicitly designed to ‘grade the task’ rather than ‘grade the text’, so that we can give lower-level 

learners authentic texts and they will be able to answer some questions about it, and we can declare victory and move on. 

Followers of the listening comprehension approach seem to think that good listeners are those can answer comprehension 

questions. 

However, this is a listening-as-test approach and if that is all you do there is a problem.  

Listening comprehension emphasises answering questions on parts of the text, not the whole text, and large parts of the text 

are not dealt with in any meaningful way, just like in reading comprehension. The skills practiced – like answering gist questions 

- are coping strategies designed to make up for the learners’ lack of understanding. The rationale seems to be: as they do not 

know all the words, we should ask them to get the gist, and we will be happy with that. But should we be? 

We shouldn’t forget - you can’t easily test your way to competence. What about teaching learners instead of just testing them? 

 

3 Our Central Listening Problem 

Our central listening problem is that in mission critical situations there is no room for ‘negotiation of meaning’, no room for 

ambiguity, and the penalty for misunderstandings could be injury or death. In high stakes tasks like these our learners should 

understand everything they need to. Air traffic controllers need to understand everything a pilot says. Soldiers need to under-

stand the entire briefing; police officers need to understand everything their liaison from Interpol is trying to tell them about 

the terrorists. 

So, total comprehension is our aim. Not the gist, or the general idea, or the majority of the comprehension questions an-

swered correctly. This has serious implications for our work.  

• We might not be able to do a full range of listening types because we do not have time to do everything to the 

standard required. 

• We should focus on the most important listening task types and make sure these are completely familiar to our 

learners.  

• We should make sure our learners thoroughly understand the language required (in briefings, orders etc). 

• And then provide a lot of listening practice in these. 

We will probably have to do less, but do it better. Do fewer text types, but do them in greater depth. 
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4 Teaching Learners to be Better Listeners 

Instead of taking this listening comprehension approach, what could we do with learners to develop their listening abilities so 

that they are able to do what we listed in Part 1 better? 

In my book ‘Teaching English: Being the Best’, I argue that ‘(t)o be able to listen effectively, the learners need to be able to 

use their knowledge of sounds, grammar and vocabulary and the world and the immediate context to segment the stream of 

speech into words, and to chunk the language as they hear it into ‘meaning chunks’, and to remember the meaning of these 

chunks as they predict and then listen to what comes next. They do not break the text down into chunks but build it up into 

chunks as they hear it. They need to be able to identify the key content words and understand the relationships between them 

marked by verbs and prepositions etc.; understand stress and intonation; understand emotion and attitude; understand implied 

meaning etc. 

Unless listenings are used intensively to learn how new language is said and how it sounds they are being wasted. You should 

focus on listening to short extracts and listen to what exactly is said and how it is said. There is no real point, except at a 

survival level, of learners listening to long texts, not understanding most of it, but being able to answer some questions. Our 

aim should be to help learners understand as much as possible of the texts we use in class and this will help them understand 

as much as they can outside the classroom. We need a Complete Listening approach.’ 

Let us have a look at what we can do with learners.  

The key principle is that we should give the learners practice in listening to words they understand rather than asking them to 

listen to words they do not know.  We should be developing their familiarity with the words which they are supposed to know, 

or words they are learning to know, through repeated meetings. Research suggests that learners need to meet a word 8 – 10 

times before they ‘learn’ it. I suggest that learners need to read a word in 8 – 10 different contexts (on different occasions) 

and to hear the word at 8 – 10 at different times as well. And to say the words 8-10 times and write the words 8-10 times; 

then we can start talking about them knowing a word. The watchword is familiarity with the words in use. 

The General Approach to Listening Tasks 

Learners should be listening to things they know. Therefore, the listening tasks we ask them to do, unless it is a test, should 

be explicitly based on the target language of the lesson.  

When language is being presented to the learners there will be an aural component to this. The teachers and learners will say 

the words and structures during the presentation and practice, thus listening is embedded into the learning process.  The more 

formal ‘listening tasks’ [‘Listen and answer the questions’] should only be based on the target language of the lesson and 

previous lessons. If it is a vocabulary lesson for example, then the listening tasks would be: Do they recognise the TL words 

when said? Do they recognise the words in the stream of speech? [When the stream of speech only consists of words they 

know.] They should have heard the word being said during the lesson several times. The listening tasks are a check that they 

can recognise the word when used.  

More specifically we can work on the learners’ listening skills in various ways. 

Learners should be able to recognise the sounds of English 

At a Beginner level, learners should have lots of practice listening to identify and distinguish between sounds, and to listen to 

the sounds in a word. 

Learners should understand how these sounds are combined into words 

Beginner and an Elementary level. 

1. Listening for a word: Play a short stretch of speech. Ask the learners to listen and put their hands up when they hear a 

specified word (which they already know). 

2. Counting words: Play a short stretch of speech and ask the learners to count the words. Check the number. Then elicit 

the words to the board and listen again to check. This is important as the learners need to be able to segment the words 

from the stream of speech and counting the words enables us to check this. 
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Learners should understand stress and intonation 

Beginner to Intermediate level. 

1. Listening for stress: Play examples of stretches of familiar speech with clearly stressed words and discuss which words 

are most stressed. Play another short stretch of speech. Ask the learners to listen and decide which word has the most 

stress. 

2. Listening for intonation: Play and study examples of falling and rising intonation. Play another short stretch of speech. 

Ask the learners to listen and decide if they hear a falling or rising intonation. 

3. Repeating: ask the learners to repeat the language from the above tasks, imitating the stress and intonation. 

Learners should understand pausing and be able to chunk what is heard 

Beginner to Upper-Intermediate level.  

1. Play a stretch of speech. Ask the learners to put up their hands when they hear a pause in the speech. 

2. Give the learners a transcript of a recording using words they are familiar with: ask the learners to mark the pauses 

between tone units. Listen to check. 

3. Give the learners a transcript of a recording using words they are familiar with: ask the learners to mark the stressed 

words, the pauses and the intonation as they listen, using separate listenings for each task. Which word gets the most 

stress in each chunk/tone unit? What intonation does each tone unit receive? Why? 

4. Repeating: ask the learners to repeat the language from the above tasks, imitating the stresses, pausing and intonation. 

Learners should understand the grammar used in the chunks 

From Beginner to Intermediate level. 

We should only be asking the learners to listen to grammar which they understand, as part of the learning process. As part of 

the testing process the text might include grammar they do not know, but any questions should focus on the grammar they do 

no. To help them learn we need to provide a lot of listening practice to grammatical forms which they are becoming familiar 

with. 

At the end of every lesson, you should provide listening practice based on what was taught in that lesson. I suggest you record 

10 example sentences based on the grammar and vocabulary taught in the lesson and ask the learners to transcribe what they 

hear and mark the pauses, stresses, and intonation as a homework task. This transcription-recording task exposes them 

again to the language they have met in the lesson in aural form and reminds them of the meaning and shows them how the 

language is used in sentences and provides them with practice in decoding the sounds of the language into meaningful words.  

This is perhaps the most important learning practice you can give your learners.  

Learners should understand what kind of spoken discourse it is, know the conventions of the discourse type and 

should understand the discourse structure 

Pre-Intermediate and above. 

Learners should be completely familiar with the text types we are asking them to listen to. If they are listening to orders, they 

should know all the grammar and vocabulary used those orders, and know the exact structure of the orders and the sequence 

of information they can expect. 

Orders, for example, should be studied in great detail and then a lot of listening practice should be provided. You should ask 

the learners to give orders to each other, and keep repeating the task until they have no problems understanding the whole 

order. 

Each learner should have a specific reason for listening to the order – their role, and they should concentrate on noting what 

they have to do but also, they should answer questions about the whole order. They need to understand the whole conception 

of the operation, not just their role. 
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For example, in this task from Military English for Tactical and Peacekeeping Operations, the class is divided into five groups 

and each member of the group has an identity in the unit. A’s are SFC Kapenda and listen for what he has to do, and what 

everyone else has to do, but the questions focus on the whole order. 

 

Learners should continually predict what comes next and adjust these predictions 

Pre-Intermediate and above. 

Learners should be encouraged to use their knowledge of the language as a prospective grammar and predict what comes 

next. 

1. Play the first part of a longer stretch of speech. 

2. Ask the learners to listen and count how many words. 

3. Then ask: What was said? Exactly.  

4. Tell them to write it down.  

5. Then check. 

6. Ask: what will be said next? Why? 

7. Play the next part and listen to check. 

8. Ask: Were you right? 

9. Ask the learners to repeat what was said after the recording. 

10. Optionally: Ask the learners to paraphrase what they heard, chunk by chunk. 

Learners should understand the references made in the discourse - both internal and external 

Pre-Intermediate and above. 

Play a recording section by section, pausing at references e.g. ‘it’, ‘them’, ‘there’ etc. and check the learners know what is 

being referred to. 
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Learners should construct a mental map of the text and its content 

Intermediate and above. 

Ask learners to make notes of the key ideas as you listen to a talk section by section. Ideally the talk will develop ideas with 

examples and with contrastive clauses which adapt or change the central proposition, so the argument develops. The im-

portant point is to develop the learners’ ability to follow the unfolding argument, not just to hear the conclusion and get the 

right answer to a comprehension question.  

Learners should understand turn-taking 

Elementary and Pre-Intermediate. 

Ask learners to listen to a conversation. Stop the recording at the end of utterances. Ask the learners if the turn is being 

given up or not.  Play to check. This should raise their awareness of the use of intonation to signal the passing of turns. 

5 Giving the Learners More Practice 

Learners do not completely ‘know’ a word or structure on being taught it. They need to have repeated exposure to language 

until it is properly learned. ‘Listening to learn English’ is extensive listening used to enable learners to recycle almost known 

words and to help the learners move them into the known column. Most words (over 95%) in such texts should be known or 

almost known in these listening texts - they will then be able to guess the meaning of new words, but the main point of this 

kind of listening is to rehear and reprocess words used in clear, different contexts so that they can properly learn them. 

The transcription-recording task described above gives them immediate revision listening practice after the lesson, but we 

need to build in repeated encounters with the language they need so when they hear it in the wild, they are not consciously 

processing it but automatically processing it – because it is familiar known language. 

You should consider recording versions of already done listening to give them more practice. You could change some details 

of the listening but keep the overall structure the same, and ask them to listen to find the changes. If you have done a listen-

ing about one city for example, prepare others on other cities and make sure a lot of the language is repeated. 

You should also consider giving them recordings of texts which have been red for them to listen to, with the task being to 

chose which words they need to practice saying. 

Distributed Practice  

You should carefully consider what you do at the beginning of each lesson – should you do revision of the previous lesson’s 

language? Then two lessons after this you should do more revision – just a reminder. Then four weeks after this. This is 

called distributed practice and we need to give the learners repeated practice with the language with greater intervals be-

tween repetitions to encourage the embedding of the language in long term memory. We should not need a full-blown re-

presentation of language if we use such a schedule of repetition and reminders. 

Lesson Threads 

Another concept you should consider is using lesson threads – do a lesson on one topic, then a couple of weeks later return to 

the same topic and build on the language introduced in the first lesson. This will automatically build in revision into the pro-

cess. Then do a third and fourth lesson on the same topic later in the course. This is a much better way of organising the 

course than the large multi-lesson themed units beloved of most modern coursebooks.  

Exploring the differences between what was heard and what was said. 

The learners need to become so familiar with the language, lexis and grammar, that they understand what was said even if it 

is different from what they heard. When they hear ‘wanna’, they should understand ‘want to’; when they hear ‘gonna’, they 

should understand ‘going to’.  
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This is also true of regular past tense endings which are often elided or assimilated in the stream of speech. 

When a learner hears ‘It was developlast century’ they should know that the form of the verb after be is the done form – de-

veloped. The speaker said: ‘It was developed last century’, even though the listener heard ‘It was developlast century’. The 

listener reconstructs the correct utterance using their grammatical knowledge. Only familiarity with the language will enable 

the learners to get past what they hear and understand what was meant. 

Memory Forcing 

Any task we can use which forces the learners to use their memories and recall language is a good task. You should build 

such tasks into each lesson. For example, once the 24 hour clock has been introduced and practiced, make it a habit to ask 

random learners throughout the lesson to tell you the time, say two times an hour. Once weather has been done, ask a 

learner in each lesson to describe the weather. Ask another to make a weather forecast. Once medical language has been 

done, keep coming back to it. Ask: What are the symptoms of heatstroke? How is it treated? Just do one medical problem in 

each subsequent lesson – just to keep it in their mind. Or test them on parts of the body. Or map references. Or terrain fea-

tures. The other learners will be listening to the ones you ask these questions and will hear what they say and will be re-

minded of the language and how it sounds.  

Using Transcripts 

Transcripts are an invaluable resource – both for you as a teacher and for your learners.  

Remember that we should not be asking learners to listen to things they do not understand, so, before each listening, we 

need to do work on the language of the listening, then listen and check the task, and then we can use the transcript to look 

at how things were said. 

You can: 

• Listen and read to reinforce the writing-sound connection. 

• Listen and fill in the gaps (a test). 

• Underline words which the learners need to practice saying. 

• Chunk the text by marking pauses and mark which words get most stress. 

• Mark linking sounds and elision and intonation. 

• Look for lexical chains, the use of synonyms and useful collocations. 

• Study the noun and verbs phrases. 

• Discuss how the talk or conversation is structured and develops. 

• Do Predictive Reconstruction: Cut up the transcript. Ask the learners if they can recall the first chunk/utter-

ance and then give it to the learners. Ask them to predict what will come next and say how they know from what 

they have already heard. Give them that piece. Listen to check. Repeat. 

 

6 Tips for Making Your Own Recordings 

 

There may be no ready source of the kinds of listening you need, and you might want to make your own, or work with a col-

league to make recordings you can each use in your classes. 

 

Ten Tips for Making Your Own Recordings 

 

1. Script your recording 

2. Ask colleagues to check grammar, lexis, coherence, content etc. 

3. Revise your script according to the feedback you get. 

4. Choose a quiet room to record in. Sound is soaked up by soft furnishings; office furniture, bare walls etc. produce a 

hard, echoing sound. 

5. Practise your delivery. Mark the pauses and main stresses. 

6. Use an external microphone if you can but you’d be surprised at the quality offered by a mobile phone or tablet 

computer. 
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7. Stand up to record. You’ll sound better. Talk naturally; don’t overemphasise or exaggerate words; don’t talk too 

quickly or slowly, or shout. 

8. If you make a mistake, just stop speaking and then start again at the beginning of that section. You can edit out 

the mistake later. 

9. Listen through your recording and check it with the script. If you changed something and it is still grammatically 

correct and makes sense, then change the transcript. If it’s an error, then rerecord. 

10. You can easily edit sound recordings using a program like Audacity. 

7 Summary 

Listening practice is essential in language learning.  

Our learners need to know lots of words and understand how they are used with other words, and be able to hear them in the 

stream of speech. The key to this is familiarity with the word meaning and aural signature. They need to hear words multiple 

times over a long period of time until they are intimately familiar with them. The more words the learners know well, the better, 

and they need a lot of practice to be able to reach this state. 

We need to free up as much time as we can in our lessons for repeated practice of the essential tasks and key language. We 

need to provide as much listening practice as we can, especially at lower levels, so that they become thoroughly familiar with 

how the target language sounds when it is used.  
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Odds and Ends 

Useful links and ideas that do not call for a full article. 

About Us 

The English Ideas Project can be found at www.eng-

lishideas.org.  

You can find resources for Police and Border Guards on this 

page: http://www.englishideas.org/PoliceEnglish.html.  

Information about the Military English Tactical and Peace-

keeping Operations course, and Army English Key Words, 

can be found here: 

http://www.englishideas.org/MilitaryEnglish.html 
 

Resources 

You might find the following sources useful. 

Military Photos 

The US Department of Defense has a public domain photo  

library where you can search for and download images. 

https://www.defense.gov/observe/photo-gallery/ 

The British MOD has a similar site of Crown Copyright     

photos. http://www.defenceimagery.mod.uk/fotoweb/ 

Maps and Charts 

The US Geological Survey publishes public domain maps. 
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/advanced-viewer/ 

Nautical charts can be sourced from the US Office of Coast 

Survey at https://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov. 

Air Charts are published by the US Federal Aviation          

Authority: https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aero-

nav/productcatalog/vfrcharts/sectional/. 

Infographics 

Creating visually appealing Infographics is a great way to 

present data for writing and presentation tasks. Try: 

https://www.canva.com/create/infographics/ 

US Army Field Manuals 

The Army Publishing Directorate (APD) publishes Field     

Manuals: https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/Pub-

Form/FM.aspx 

FBI Publications 

The FBI publishes reports on various aspects of law enforce-

ment. https://www.fbi.gov/resources/library 

 

 

Criminal Justice System  

The UK government provides web-based information 

about the criminal justice system written for the public. 

https://www.gov.uk/browse/justice 

The UK government also provides access to official docu-

ments through this website: 

https://www.gov.uk/official-documents 

Commercially Published Materials 

Military English 

Campaign: English for the Military (Macmillan) 

Military English: Tactical and Peacekeeping Operations 

Career Paths: Command and Control (Express Publishing) 

Career Paths: Navy (Express Publishing) 

Career Paths: Air Force (Express Publishing) 

Police English 

Campaign: English for Law Enforcement (Macmillan) 

Painless Police Report Writing: An English Guide for Crim-

inal Justice Professionals (3rd Edition) (Pearson) 

Career Paths: Police (Express Publishing) 

English for Modern Policing (British Council Romania) 

Professional Magazines 

Modern English Teacher 

https://www.modernenglishteacher.com/  

English Teaching Professional 

https://www.etprofessional.com/  

Humanistic Language Teaching 

https://www.hltmag.co.uk/  

Professional Organisations 

International Association of Teachers of English as a 

Foreign Language: https://www.iatefl.org/  

International Federation of Language Teacher Asso-

ciations: https://fiplv.com/ 

 

Being Published in ‘Teaching 
Uniformed Personnel’ 

We welcome submissions from our readers on topics of in-

terest to military, police and border guard teachers. Un-

fortunately we cannot pay for articles but you will keep the 

full copyright to your work. If you have an idea for an ar-

ticle please contact ‘theeditortup@englishideas.org’ as the 

first step.

http://www.englishideas.org/
http://www.englishideas.org/
http://www.englishideas.org/PoliceEnglish.html
http://www.englishideas.org/MilitaryEnglish.html
https://www.defense.gov/observe/photo-gallery/
http://www.defenceimagery.mod.uk/fotoweb/
https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/advanced-viewer/
https://www.nauticalcharts.noaa.gov/
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/productcatalog/vfrcharts/sectional/
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/productcatalog/vfrcharts/sectional/
https://www.canva.com/create/infographics/
https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/FM.aspx
https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/FM.aspx
https://www.fbi.gov/resources/library
https://www.gov.uk/browse/justice
https://www.gov.uk/official-documents
http://www.englishideas.org/MilitaryEnglish.html
https://www.modernenglishteacher.com/
https://www.etprofessional.com/
https://www.hltmag.co.uk/
https://www.iatefl.org/
https://fiplv.com/
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